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TRUMP ADMINISTRATION UNDER FIRE FOR
ATTEMPT TO BLOCK IMMIGRANT’S ABORTION—
On Tuesday, the federal appeals court in Washington
upheld a decision to let a pregnant undocumented
teenager get an abortion. The 17-year-old in
federal custody terminated her pregnancy on
Wednesday after a month-long battle with the
Trump administration. In a video that went viral,
Washington State Rep. Pramila Jayapal challenged
ScottLloyd, aTrump appointeeandhead oftheOffice
ofRefugee Resettlement, over whetherhe counseled
unaccompanied minors in federal custody to carry
their pregnancies to term. She asked him ifhe was
a qualified counselor and ifhe believed immigrants
were entitled to constitutional protections. A new
Trump administration policy prohibits shelters
from helping minors obtain abortions without
approval from Lloyd, who declined to answer
lawmaker’s questions over his personal involvement
in depriving minors in custody abortions.
UTILITY DEAL WITH PUERTO RICO CANCELLED-
39 days after Hurricane Maria struck Puerto Rico,
approximately 80 percent of people on the main
island are still without power. On Oct. 29, Puerto
Rico’s electric company cancelled a $300 million
contract with small firm called Whitefish. The
privately owned company was set to begin repairs on
the electric grid, but the commonwealth’sgovernor,
Ricardo Rossello, called for its cancellation after the
Federal Emergency Management Agency expressed
concerns over the arrangement. Whitefish has two
employees on full-time staff, and although they
claimed to have 350 workers ready in Puerto Rico,
many doubt that the small company can handle a
business deal of this size. Rossello has reached out
to officials in Florida and New York, who have sent
workers to help restore the territory’s electricity.
Puerto Rico hopes to restore 95 percent of thepower
byDecember.
NEWS
VIOLENCE CONTINUES AT KENYAN POLLS
FOLLOWING CONTROVERSIAL ELECTION- The
BBC reported about 50 people were killed in Kenya
during violence spurred by a contested presidential
election. Less than 34 percent of registered
voters took part in Kenya’s repeat of their August
presidential election, according to the country’s
electoral commission. The turnout was significantly
lower than the first election, which polls estimated
to be 80 percent of the electorate. The main
opposition coalition called for a boycott of the poll
because they claimed the electoral commission
had not made the proper reforms to run a free
and fair election. The incumbent, President Uhuru
Kenyatta, was declared the winner in August, but
after the discovery of “irregularities and illegalities”
in the process, another election was called by the
Kenyan Supreme Court.
NATION’S OPIOID CRISIS DECLARED NATIONAL
PUBLIC HEALTH EMERGENCY- This week,
President Trump officially declared the opioid crisis
a national public health emergency. The president
has made suggestions for combatting addiction,
including a “massive advertising campaign” that will
discourage young people from trying drugs. Similar
drug-prevention campaigns have been attempted
by administrations before, all with little success.
The current epidemic is the deadliest drug crisis
in American history, and opioid overdoses killed
roughly 64,000 people last year—more than gun
or car accidents. Experts have blamed an increase
in prescriptions for highly addictive narcotics
like Oxycodone for the crisis. The issue now has a
national spotlight, but many say the President’s plan
needs concrete funding for treatment and that the
enormous demands for resources at the local level
need to be addressed.
TRUMP CAMPAIGN ADVISORS INDICTED IN RUSSIA
INVESTIGATION- Special Counsel Robert Mueller
has filed charges against three Trump Campaign
advisors in his investigation on Russia’s involvement
in the 2016 U.S. presidential elections. Former
campaign chairman Paul Manafort plead not guilty
to charges ofmoney laundering using overseas shell
corporations. Rick Gates, anothercampaign advisor,
was also charged and turned himself in to the FBI.
Mueller also announced that George Papadopoulos,
a former foreign policy advisor to the President’s
campaign, plead guilty to lying to theFBI weeks ago.
Papadopoulos had communications with suspected
Russian intelligence agents who promised him
“dirt” on opponent Hillary Clinton. U.S. intelligence
agencies determined that the Russian government
meddled in the U.S. election with strategies like
hacking theDemocraticParty’s emails and spreading
false information about Hillary Clinton through
targeted social media campaigns. The president has
denied any collusion between his campaign and the
Russian government.
CATALONIA PUSHES TOWARDS INDEPENDENCE—
Spain has been in a state of constitutional crisis
since Catalonia’s independence referendum. This
Sunday about 300,000 people marched for unity
in Catalonia’s capital city of Barcelona, calling for
the incarceration of the recently fired leader of the
Catalan separatist movement, Carles Puigdemont.
The central Spanish government dissolved the
regional parliament, calling for new elections after
the illegal declaration of independence by the
regional government. Catalonia has the fifth largest
economy inEurope. Formerseparatist officials called
the move by Madrid a coup d’etat against Catalonia,
but the large turnout at the pro-unity rally suggests
that theregion is torn. Spain intends to keep control
ofthe local government until elections in December.
Quinn can be reached at
qferrar@su-spectator.com.
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WHAT DO WE MEAN WHEN WE SAY “THE BIG ONE?”
Rachel Larson
Staff Writer
In 2015, when the New Yorker
published an article about the massive
earthquake expected in Seattle, it
caused many in the Pacific Northwest
to panic. With the last major
Washington earthquake occurring in
2001, experts are expecting “the big
one” to rival that of Japans2011 quake.
The reason for concern is Seattle’s
unique location in the Cascadia
subduction zone, combined with its
foundation on a sediment-filledbasin.
Stretching for 700 miles, the Cascadia
subduction zone reaches from
northern California to Vancouver,
British Columbia and is the meeting
place of the North American and the
Oceanic tectonic plates.
As the tectonic plates move, tension
builds in the subduction zone. Based
on the depth and width of the fault,
it is predicted that the resulting
earthquake will fall within the range
of 8.7 to 9.2 magnitude.
It is not possible to predict with
exact accuracy when the quake will
hit, only that it will. Experts say it
could be as soon as tomorrow, or as
distant as 50 years.
Craig Birklid, executive director of
public safety and transportation, and
Chris Wilcoxen, assistant director of
emergency operations spoke to the
preparedness of Seattle U.
They assured that all buildings are
structurally up to code and built with
reinforced concrete, emphasizing that
the majority of damage in earthquakes
results from items inside structures
such as ceiling tiles and objects stored
at higher heights.
The City of Seattle’s Office
of Emergency Management
recommends preparing supplies for
7-10 days, minimum.
Seattle U has three days of food and
water prepared for 1,000 individuals,
but recommends that students
prepare emergency kits of their own.
Wilcoxen suggested evaluating the
things you need daily and assembling
an emergencykit in a small book bag
or backpack.
“Food, water, first-aid kit, pretty
standard stuff,” Wilcoxen said. “But
then you need to have the things that
fit your needs. There are those food
specific items, do you wear glasses, do
you have a second pair, do you take
prescriptions, are you going to have
your medications for 7-10 days, do
you need to take it with water, things
like that.”
Birklid discussed communication,
noting that cell towers will likely be
down, disrupting all communication
in the affected area.
“Sometimes out of state, long
distance phone lines will be available
when local phone lines are not,”
Birklid said. “So, having that person
that’s in an area that’s not impacted
that you can connect with to let people
know that you’re okay [is important].”
These preparations are extremely
important, and for many could be
the difference between life and death
when the earthquake hits.
In true Jesuit fashion, Rachel Luff,
associate professor of sociology,
examined disasters at a larger
community level. With a focus on
social justice,her thoughts highlighted
aspects of disaster preparedness that
Seattle U is lacking.
Luff noted that it is the weakest
parts of our community that are
going to experience the most damage
in a disaster. “Whatever weak links
there are in our system now will be
exacerbated,” she explained. “Disasters
take fragilities, take oppression,
take inequalities, and make them
more concentrated.”
In many instances, it seems difficult
to predict what the outcome of a
disaster will be. Luff drew on the
sociology ofdisaster to emphasize that
disasters are a social justice issue, and
that we should all think of them in
this way.
“We see a direct correlation in how
people are doing before disasters
and how they’re doing after, and
unless we have publically funded and
publicly supported mechanisms for
preparedness and mitigation, some
people will be left most vulnerable,”
Luff said.
This applies both at the level of
city government, but also at the
COURTESY OF SEATTLE MUNICIPAL ARCHIVES.
Cadillac Hotel damage during 2001 earthquake.
institutional level at Seattle U. With
approximately 70 percent of first-
year students moving from out-of-
state, in the event of a disaster at this
magnitude, a significant portion of
Seattle U’s student body will be reliant
upon the university.
Birklid and Wilcoxen discussed
the beginnings of an emergency
preparedness plan, but the details
remain unclear.
Though it can be overwhelming
to think about the possibility of
disaster, Birklid, Wilcoxen and Luff
all emphasized the “same thing: stay
informed. Addressing the student
population, Luff offered a piece
of advice.
“The first thing is to pay attention
NOVEMBER 1,2017
and prepare and don’t be in denial,”
she said. Luff also emphasized that
taking seemingly small steps toward
preparedness is veryempowering, and
will be vital in the future.
Rachel may be reached at
rlarson@su-spectator.com
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SEATTLE UNIVERSITY MODEL UN CRITIQUES THE UNITED NATIONS
Erika Silva
Staff Writer
More than 5.3 million Syrians are
registered refugees. Nearly 5.1 million
Palestinians are registered refugees.
Almost one million refugees are from
Afghanistan, and these numbers
do not even encompass those who
are unregistered.
Statistics do not fully represent the
people being displaced, but the world
still faces the biggest refugee crisis in
history. It leaves many asking: what do
we do?
Many turn towards the United
Nations to measure howsuccessful the
joint efforts of countries have been.
Oct. 24 marked the anniversaryofthe
formation of the UN—a day Seattle
University students and professors
chose to reflect on the organizations
efficiency through a critical lens.
The United Nations is an
intergovernmental organization in
charge of bringing countries together
to maintain international peace
and security. Originally established
in 1945, the organization works to
promote human rights, advocate
economic development, create
environmental policies and provide
humanitarianaid for those in need.
Seattle Us Model United Nations
team asked the question, “What
can we do?” at the UN Day panel
discussion centered around the
refugee crisis. Sameer Kanal,
the program coordinator for the
Northwest Association for Global
Affairs, Political Science Instructor
Patrick Schoettmerand Veronica Fynn
Bruey, a law professor and survivor of
the Liberian war, both brought their
opinions about the UN.
“As somebody who has lived as a war
survivor, a refugee and an immigrant,
I don’t particularly see the UN as this
great organization,” Bruey said. “Inmy
view, the UN is not set up to prevent
crisis, to prevent violence, to prevent
the mass movement of people.”
She argued that the organization
should try to invest in catching
the early warning signs of possible
displacement and work toward
prevention of violence.
6 NEWS
“As an international agency, millions
of dollars go to help with refugee
crisis, butthose people working on the
ground usually do not leave anything
in.the country except for the basic
tents and food,” she said.
Bruey believes that major western
countries rarely work with the deeper
long-term support, highlighting
refugee education in particular.
“Once you are able to bring in the
basic necessities, especially with
refugees in Palestine, in parts of
Tanzania [and] in parts of Ghana and
Liberia, where people lived on refugee
camps for more than 20 years, it’s
more about how can people acquire
education,” she said.
Bruey moved to Canada to receive
an education and now sees education
as key to increasing the quality of life
for refugees once they immigrate or
reintegrate into their country after
war time. The UN does not tend to
focus on this aspect of rehabilitation.
Political Science Major Jack Feary
argued further that many times,
those living in the United States are
hesitant to send relief efforts without
being pushed.
“It’s the collective voice of migrants
who advocate to keep supporting
refugee-helping efforts [within the
United States],” Feary said.
The panelists all had mixed opinion
on the effectiveness of the UN.
“The single most important thing
the UN has done is the Declaration of
Human Rights,” Schoettmer said, with
a neutral, yet slightly more positive
outlook on the UN. “[The declaration]
has become a rhetorical benchmark
that we can hold the rest of the world
too. It gives us something to work for.”
All three panelists agreed that
the 1967 Protocol Relating to the
Status of Refugees created by the UN
Refugee Agency opened the doors
to who could receive protection
and aid from the UN. This protocol
removed both the temporal and
geographic restrictions on who would
be considered a refugee. Countries
have specific responsibilities towards
anyone seeking asylum on their
territories or borders, but they must
be defined as a refugee.
Today, a refugee is defined as a
person fleeing armed conflict or
persecution. This term is constantly
confused with the term migrant, but
a migrant is a person who does not
move under direct threat, but rather
moves for a betterment of life.
The majority of people arriving in
Italy and Greece are said to be both of
these terms. They come from war-torn
countries, but face the issue of not
receiving full international protection.
All three panelists argued that the
term refugee should also include those
being displaced by environmental
factors, like those in the Marshall
Islands and Hurricanes Irma and
Maria Caribbean refugees.
As the refugee crises continue, the
role the UN plays and the resources
with which it can provide relief are
continually brought into question.
As has been made clear by the ways
resources have reached and have failed
to reachthose in Puerto Rico, Palestine
and a variety of other centers of crisis,
an analytical conversation about the
UN’s effectiveness is increasingly
central to humanitarian effort.
Erika may be reached at
esilva@su-spectator.com
VIA BLOGS.UN.ORG
“ME TOO” MOVEMENT INVOLVES BOTH ME AND YOU
Hunter Uechi
Staff Writer
In a tweet two weeks ago, actress
Alyssa Milano wrote, “Suggested by
a friend: If all the women who have
been sexually harassed or assaulted
wrote ‘Me too’ as a status, we might
give people a sense of the magnitude
ofthe problem. Ifyou’ve been sexually
harassed or assaulted write ‘me too’ as
a reply to this tweet.”
On Oct. 15, Milano resurfaced
the hashtag #MeToo. The #MeToo
movement originally started 10 years
prior to Milano’s tweet by activist
Tarana Burke. The movement Burke
created was intended to provide
support and resources for younger
women of color who were survivors
of sexual abuse and assault. When
the hashtag started trending after
Milano tweeted, Burke’s #MeToo
movement shifted.
Burke was intentional in focusing
her efforts towards empowering a
certain group of women through the
movement, and on Oct. 15,her efforts
expanded. The movement invited
people of all ages who had experienced
sexual abuse and sexual assault to
come forward and stand with others
who have lived through it.
In order to work towards bringing
about a solution, Seattle University’s
Wellness and Health Promotions
Center held an Escalation Workshop
on Oct. 24. Based on the American
College Health Association National
College Health Assessment taken
every two years at Seattle U, they
saw a need for action to be taken at
the school.
It found that in 2015, 8.7 percent
of the student population at Seattle U
experienced emotional abuse. In the
survey from 2017, it found that 10.3
percent of students have experienced
emotional abuse, and 1.8 percent of
the student population experienced
physical abuse, which is a 0.1 percent
increase from2015.
Izzy Wroblewski, the program
coordinatorfor Healthy Relationships,
explained the purpose ofthe event was
to start a conversation and educate
“We thought that it was important
to have an opportunity for students
to be able to be educated, especially
when we see those instances on our
campus are increasing surrounding
this,” Wroblewski said. “That’s why we
are trying to do work to combat that,
and hopefully in the next few years,
we’re able to bring those numbers
down through education, through
bystander intervention and through
getting the word out to students that
this is something important.” .
To be an effective ally to those who
have experienced sexual abuse and
assault, whether it be in person or
through a social media campaign,
Wroblewski recommended just
being supportive of those who
come forward.
“Remember that those who
come forward about this have so
much strength and have probably
been thinking about it for months
or years,” Wroblewski said. “The
most important thing to say is ‘I
believe you,’ the second is ‘I support
you,’ the third is ‘It’s not your fault’
GRIFFIN LEEMON • THE SPECTATOR
SU Students watched the movie, Escalation, and discussed the nuances ofdating violence.
students about this issue. and the last is ‘How can I help?”’
she said.
Some students have seen their
loved ones participate in the #MeToo
movement on social media. Connor
Torres, a second-year student, said
seeing the monumental number of
hashtags was extremely sad, disgusting
and heartbreaking.
“To see my friends and teachers
who I’ve been really close with use the
hashtag, made it hard for me to move
past seeing that,” Torres said. “I think
of them differently, I think of them as
much stronger women, much stronger
individuals. They were always strong
women in my mind, but since seeing
thatand howthey could move forward
from that, [it] gives me a brand-new
respect for them.”
Second-year student Josh Wu
thought that the #MeToo campaign
was effective in bringing people out
to talk about their experiences, but
criticized that the campaign didn’t
do a good job in bringing about
a solution.
“You haveto go that step further,” Wu
said. “You can’t just bring awareness to
NOVEMBER 1,2017
a problem and expect it to be solved.”
In response to #MeToo, Australian
writer Benjamin Law challenged men
with a tweet.
“Guys, it’s our turn,” Law wrote.
“After yesterday’s endless #MeToo
stories of women being abused,
assaulted and harassed, today we say
#HowIWillChange.”
“It’s sad that we have to even use
a hashtag to say, ‘How I will change.’
We should be thinking ‘How can I
be different?’ regardless of this huge
scandal,” Torres said. “I’ve been
surrounded by very strong women,
and because of that, I’ve been taught
to respect them. I hope to change by
talking about it more and sharing my
values with others. It’s important to be
kind and it’s not hard to be kind. It’s
easy to be a decent person.”
Hunter may be reached at
huechi@su-spectator.com
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SEATTLE NEWSPAPER DOWNSIZES TO COMMUNITY WEEKLY
Rania Kaur
Volunteer Writer
The Seattle Weekly was unique in
the way it looked as a newspaper:
magazine style illustrations, a table
of contents and comics. In fact,
Seattle University’s own newspaper
the Spectator is modeled after
an alternative weekly, in that it’s
trendy, artsy and breaks traditional
news guidelines.
On Oct. 25, Seattle Weekly released
their first issue with new changes that
they had been promising, therefore
decreasing their editorial staff to just
three, and shifting their focus as a
paper towards hard news insteadof an
alternative weekly.
In an editorial written in the new
issue, Editor-in-Chief of Seattle
Weekly Mark Baumgarten explained
that there are no more illustrative
covers, no more comics, no more
weekly long-form features and no
more alternative weekly content.
Instead, they now will be coming out
weekly with content resembling what
they term as a “community weekly,”
rather than an alternative weekly.
“We have become a kind of
community news weekly, outfitted
for the particular needs of our Seattle
readership,” wrote Baumgarten.
Kelton Sears, a Seattle U alumnus
and the former culture and comics
editor at Seattle Weekly, said that the
Seattle Weekly previously had a lens
of its own. It kept the progressiveness
that an alternative weekly newspaper
is known for, while still being able
to maintain the journalistic style of
reporting, reminiscent of what is
taught in journalism school.
“I always considered us [Seattle
Weekly] a community weekly and
thought the alternative weekly should
be a forum,” Sears said. “It was up in
the air that these changes were going
to happen because Sound Publishing
knows community weeklies, and we
were the only alternative weekly that
they owned.”
Sears said that a lot of the changes
were made due to financial reasons.
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“Ultimately, it came down to the
NEWS
fact that there wasn’t a lot of money,”
he said. “The model that they were
working with was print ads. From
my understanding, we didn’t have a
diverse enough revenue model.”
Baumgarten also said the reason
for the new changes was that their old
model was not working well enough.
It is unclear whether it was ultimately
due to the state of the journalism
industry or editorial reasons, but
either way, Baumgarten said Seattle
Weekly needed to make changes to
secure the future of their publication.
One of the major changes
Baumgarten outlined in his letter
was utilizing their resources
more, as Sound Publishing owns
community weekly publications
around Washington State, including
the Bellevue Reporter, the Federal
Way Mirror and the Vashon-Maury
Island Beachcomber.
“To make the most of this
concentration of newsrooms, we have
moved resources into a new hub we are
calling the King County News Desk,
which will centralize the back-end
print and digital production of all of
the King County news publications,”
Baumgarten wrote.
Through the creation of the King
County News Desk, Baumgarten
said that taking the production
process away from the paper will free
their local reporters and editors to
better focus on their primary tasks:
connecting with their communities,
developing stories and reporting.
There has been a varying response
from the Seattle community in
response to the Weekly’s changes,
ranging fromtotal rejection to strong
support of the new format.
Editor at Large at the Stranger Sean
Nelson has been covering the changes
since they’ve been announced. In an
article posted last week he outlined
the changes that were made.
“As we reported it would be
last week, the new stripped-down
configuration of Seattle Weekly is
here, and though its new look is
regrettable, it is consistent with the
style of the other papers in its chain,”
Nelson wrote. “The reduced staff and
contributors still seem committed to
covering the city as best it can. There’s
a lot of local news, some weed and
food coverage, letters to the editorand
an arts calendar.”
Many local newspapers are having
to adapt to an increasingly digital age.
The Seattle Times has continuously
changed its subscription services, The
Stranger has gone biweekly and now
Seattle Weekly has drastically changed
the layout oftheir publication to keep
up with the ever-changing media
landscape. Even with the drastic
alterations to local publications,
the media will continue to adapt to
the constantly changing needs of
theiraudience.
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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PLUTO MONEY: AN APP THAT’S OUT OF THIS WORLD
Erika Silva
Staff Writer
It’s normal for people to spend $5 on
coffee—sometimes twice a week—-
20 to go to a local concert, or even
more on those jeans that fit just right
but are full price. These are just a
few of the daily spending choices of
college students. Keeping head space
to remember money management
can be difficult Many can forget to
raise money for that backpacking trip
they have been dreaming of, or more
seriously, books and tuition.
The iPhone app “Pluto Money” is a
new money-management app which
focuses on the newer generation. It
was created by students for students
and their unique spending habits. It
focuses on realistic money-saving
goals with no small-font graphs and
Excel spreadsheets. Pluto Money’s
platform tries to make the relationship
with money as positive, approachable
and motivating as possible.
The app allows the user to set saving
goals, with options to specifically pick
the amount they want to save and
what they want to save on. Instead of
focusing on goals that a middle-aged
businessperson may have, it focuses
on simpler goals geared towards
young people with a limited income.
“It gives you the motivation to
manage your money,” said Tim Yu,
Chief Executive Officer of Pluto
Money. “Ifyou want to go to a music
festival or take avacation, or you need
to payoffyour studentloans, whatever
your goal is.”
Yu had his own money-saving
problems during college. During a
summer internship with Expedia, he
was spending all of his earning on
things like expensive dinners, leading
him to go back to school with nearly
no money gained.
Chief Creative Officer and Co-
founder of Pluto Money, Susie Kim,
said she used an app called Mint to try
to save money.
“The first week into using Mint
it told me to open up a retirement
account, and I was like ‘I don’t even
have a savings account,’” she said.
“There should be a product that
recognizes our financial behavior
better than we do.”
Kim and Yu met during their final
years at the University of California
at Los Angeles (UCLA). Kim had to
cancel a summer study-abroad trip
because she had not budgeted her
money correctly beforehand. She
specifically remembers a time when
she went to Las Vegas for a birthday
party and spent $70 to go to Kim
Kardashian’s birthday bash. She said
she still cringes at the memory.
Pluto Money is named after the
Roman god for finance and wealth,
Plutus. Kim worked with the idea -
further in the company’s brand: the
app shows the user as a little rocket
trying to reach the planet Pluto, which
represents a savings goal. The app
also specializes in dealing with the
impulses and lack of experience of a
young money-saver.
“We kind of ‘game-ify the steps
you take with your finances,” said
Yu. “The app allows you to create
spending challenges where you pick
your troublesome spending habits,
and you challenge yourself to spend
less on them dining the duration of
a week or month. It can be anything
from spending less on Starbucks, fast
food or groceries.
These challenges connect direcdy to
the user’s goals. When they spend less
than their average in a category, the
app shows them how that money will
help them save toward their set goal.
“It’s this idea of trade-offs,” Yu
explained. “What you don’t spend
today is what you have tomorrow. We
just make that connection super clear.”
The Pluto team is excited to reveal
their peer-insights feature, which
shows the user how their finances
compare to their peers. The app will
even show users how they compare to
people at their specific college campus.
For example, Pluto will tell users
how much of a percentage more they
spend on clothes compared to another
student in their young twenties. The
comparison feature is built using
machine learning and is engineered to
get better as more people use the app.
“You can give people advice on
their finances all you want, but until
they actually put that information in
context and they know howmuch they
are spending compared to students
like them, they are going to have no
ideawhat do,” said Dante Monaldo, the
ChiefTechnology Officer, Co-founder
and Seattle University student.
Monaldo got in contact with the
program through an AngelList ad. As
someone interested in the financial
sector, he said the startupwas aperfect
opportunity for him.
“So many other savings tools just
tell me that I’m spending too much
money. Pluto actually looks at where
my money is going and gives me
the tools to cut back,” said Ciara
Loughnane, a Pluto user and Seattle
University student.
Right now, the three main university
focuses are UCLA, Seattle University
and the UniversityofArizona.
However, they have big visions for
the future ofthe app: fromtransferring
NOVEMBER 1,2017
and withdrawing of funds, to
enhancing the peer comparison app to
encompass specific bands and stores,
social budgeting where users share
saving challenges with their friends
and all theway to wealth management.
“Now that we finally have a publicly
launched beta in the App Store,”
Kim said. “Our goal is to continue
improving our user experience and
make personal finance a part of your
lifestyle and not something really
stressful.”
Erika may be reached at
esilva@su-spectator.com
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An urban planner with salient morals,
Cary Moon is a progressive option for
Seattle voters. She has big plans to enforc
more equitable zoning laws, build more
affordable housing and end homeless
encampment sweeps. While she may
lack experience in criminal justice and
police issues, as the Stranger wrote in its
endorsement of the candidate, Moon is
using years of city planning experience to
create a bold approach to some of the city’:
most pressing issues. When allegations
of sexual abuse against former Mayor Ed
Murray surfaced,Moon was one
of the first candidates to call for
his resignation.
“She is a strong leader who is
unafraid to call out the powers
that be. She’s a visionary with
the chops to carry out her
truly progressive platform,”
the Stranger wrote. “For her
bold approach to our housing
crisis, decades of city planning
experience, and moral clarity
during one of Seattle’s darkest
moments, we urge you to vote
Moon.”
WHERE TO START: THE SPECTATOR’S GUIDE TO THE 2017 ELECTION
FEATURES
Josh Merchant and Nick Turner
“It’s rare for Seattle or any city to
have a candidate with Durkan’s deep
civic and management resume,” the
Seattle Times wrote. “Even better is
that she’s running without the baggage
that activists and longtime politicians
tend to bring to office.”
JENNY DURKAN
On the other hand, The Seattle
Times endorsed Jenny Durkan,
a former United States Attorney
with more than 20 years of
experience in state and federal
government and the
private sector.
While Moon financed most of
her campaign with personal
wealth, Durkan has attracted
more donors than any mayoral
candidate in Seattle history.
This puts Durkan at a roughly 5 to
1 advantage over Moon in terms of
campaign financing.
By this time next week, many of Seattle’s public off ices will be filled with new faces. Voters will elect a new mayor, new council
members, new port commissionersand possibly a new sheriff, city attorney and county executive. A handful of judicial and legis-
lative positions-local, county and statewide-alongwith a handful of advisory notes and prepositions are also on the ticket How
the city deals with issues tike homelessness, affordable housing, police..reform- and gentrification will shift depending on whom
we elect. The results wiii also determine how we engage in politics both domestic and abroad, and the role we play in our country's
future.
The next mayor of Seattle will be (other than the chief executive of the entire city) the fourth individual to hold the seat in the past
year alone and the first female mayor since 1926. While the campaign began with much pain and excitement, forcing voters to
endure 21 candidates and a major- sexual assault scandal, the options have been narrowed down to two: Cary Moon and Jenny
Durkan. Unlike past elections, where the winner is sworn in months later with time to prepare for their new position, Moon or §f
Durkan will assume office on the same day election workers certify the final results: Nov. 28.
NOVEMBER 1 2017
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CITY COUNCIL POSITION #8
While seven out of nine city councilmembers represent specific districts in Seattle, two of the members represent the city as a whole, and both of those members
are up for election this month. Jon Grant and Teresa Mosqueda are facing off to fill position eight. While this race has been particularly high-profile, it highlights
many of the breaks in the political left in the city of Seattle. Even with Grant and Mosqueda both being left-of-center, Grant highlights the sect of the left
dominated by community organizing, whereas Mosqueda has a long history of government work, navigating the structures of legislature and bureaucracy.
As a result, Grant has received many of the endorsements of the far-left, such as Councilwoman Kshama Sawant and the Seattle chapter of the Democratic
Socialists of America, while higher-up governmental officials and nonprofit organizations like Representative Pramila Jayapal and Planned Parenthood favor
Teresa Mosqueda. While the two candidates are left-wing and support similar policies, the difference comes out in which areas the two have expertise in. While
Grant has worked with tenant's rights for most of his career, making him well-versed in housing policy, Mosqueda has expertise in healthcare.
As far as policy positions go, Mosqueda promises to fight for equal pay for women in the city of Seattle, support businesses owned by women and people of
color and expand healthcare coverage for those who may not qualify for Medicare or Medicaid, as well as for immigrant communities.
On the other hand, Grant wants to make 25 percent of all housing developments affordable for low-income families, make the Seattle Police department more
accountable to those living in Seattle and fight for campaign financereform.
CITY COUNCIL POSITION #9
While the race for city council position eight has drawn controversy and debate, the race for position nine has been significantly more tame.
Running for this position are Pat Murakamiand incumbent Lorena Gonzalez. The issues in this race center around Murakami's criticisms of Gonzalez’s work as
an incumbent ,
Murakamicriticizes primarily Gonzalez’s perceived break fromthe general community. She argues that Gonzalez gives too much attention to developers and
that she in turn neglects the values of those living in Seattle. To address this problem, Murakami wants to bring community members into the city planning
process. On the other hand, Gonzalez rejects this perception, arguing that she works hard to serve the interests of the community first, adding a particular
emphasis to immigrant and refugee communities that she feels are frequently ignored.
Another break between the two candidates is how the two intend to address homelessness and the Seattle housing crisis. While both candidates promise to
build resources for those experiencing homelessness, Murakamicriticizes Gonzalez for conducting sweeps in homeless camps.
One of Gonzalez's key issues centers around the safety of Seattle communities, particularly its communities of color. Gonzalez hopes to make policing more
accountable to Seattle’s inhabitants, and has even talked about delegating some minor law-enforcementto civilians rather than police officers.
Gonzalez further hopes to address gun violence through taxes on firearms and mandatory reporting of lost firearms.
Beyond Murakami's criticisms of Gonzalez, Murakami has focused on housing affordability in her campaign, with a proposal, similar to Grant, to require 25
percent of new developments affordable for low-income families.
SHERIFF
The race for King County Sheriff is complex this year, given the conversation surrounding police brutality, immigration enforcement and safe-injection sites as
a result of the Trump administration's actions with regard to these issues.
This year, incumbent John Urquhart is running against Mitzi Johanknecht, and this race has been driven by attacks on Urquhart.
Policy-wise, Urquhart has faced criticism in particular as a result of comments he made at an event for the Republican Party, where he bragged about
arresting Councilwoman Kshama Sawant and calling Immigration & Customs Enforcement (ICE) on undocumented immigrants. He further voiced opposition to
restorative justice, where law enforcement focuses on rehabilitation and repairing the community, rather than punishing a criminal.
Urquhart responded to this criticism in an email to the Stranger, where he reinforced his previously held public positions over whatever opinions he may have
expressed at those events. He said that he needed to adopt some conservative rhetoric in an attempt to appeal to theRepublican Party.
However, the accusations against Urquhart aren’t only political. Urquhart has also faced allegations of sexual harassment and assault against those working
with him in his own department. The accuser never pursued a legal case because of the statute of limitations, and Urquhart has denied those allegations,
further arguing that his accuser suffers from mental illness in order to discredit her accusations.
As far as stated policy positions go, Urquhart and Johanknecht are very similar.
Both candidates will seek to expand police training and creating accountability for the department, and they both want to arm the police with non-lethal
weapons, in an effort to reduce the number of police shootings.
With regard to safe-injection sites, which are locations where heroin users can go to safely use clean needles with the supervision of medical personnel in
order to reduce opioid-related deaths, Urquhart is in favor of these sites, while Johanknecht is opposed. However, both candidates would respect the law, and
neither would work to undermine their effectiveness.
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COMADRE PANADERIA: A ‘SWEET’ CAUSE
Bailee Clark
Staff Writer
There’s no need to feel guilty for
eating delicious sweets for breakfast,
especially if it’s for a good cause.
For the past two Sundays, Amandine
Bakeshop has hosted the Comadre
Panaderia pop-up, which is donating
all proceeds to victims of natural
disasters in Puerto Rico, Mexico City
and Oaxaca, Mexico. Head pastrychef
Mariela Camacho, enlisted the help of
friendsand Dorothea Coffee tooperate
Comadre Panaderia, which translates
to close friend (or godmother) bakery.
Hurricane Maria hit Puerto Rico
thispast September, destroyinghomes
and leaving residents in dangerous
situations. Many Puerto Ricans
are still living without power or
clean water.
Mexico City and Oaxaco also
suffered from natural disaster in
September. Several earthquakes
devastated Mexico, destroying homes
and infrastructure and displacing
citizens. Hundreds were killed in this
tragedy, and many more were left
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homeless. Millions of people were left
without power. Schools were forced to
close down and piles of rubble lined
the streets.
Although the disasters are over,
the struggle continues for those who
have lost loved ones, their homes
and their livelihoods. The process of
rebuilding will be slow and expensive,
and offering support to these
communities, even from afar, can
impact their redevelopment.
Last Sunday, many people visited
the pop-up to support the cause. The
pastries and sweets sat elegantly in the
displaycase; an array ofpan dulce and
chocolates along with the brewing of
coffee let off filled the small bakery
with a sugary aroma.
The tables were lined with the
dancing flames of candles displaying
religious figures such as La Virgen
De Guadalupe. The people behind
the counter gave customers a brief
explanation of the event, where the
proceeds were going and distributed
informationalpapers.
Of these papers, one of them
described where the coffee came
from. The batch on Sunday came
from Carlos Angel Perez Pacheco, a
member of a co-op coffee company
in Oaxaca called the Sierra Mixteca
producer association. This co-op
practices organic farming and is
dedicated to the wellbeing of the
people, land and plants involved in
the growing process. Carlos Angel’s
highest plot, Union y Suspiro, was
the home of the rich and flavorful
coffee beans infused into the pop-up’s
coffee creations.
The menu included berry and
chocolate conchas (Mexican sweet
bread), cookies, cinnamon rolls,
empanadas, croissants, sandwiches,
and more. The drink choices included
bebida, also known as a horchata
latte. Bebida includes flavors of
rice, almond, and cinnamon mixed
with espresso to form a sweet and
rich concoction
As visitors enjoyed their tasty
pastries, conversations sparked about
the disasters that had occurred and
how nice it was that the pop-up was
supporting a worthy cause. Comadre
Panaderia served as a community
w-eruihiM food
gathering space for tasty sweets and
as legitimate means to support those
affected by recent disasters, making it
a distinctly satisfying treat.
Bailee may be reached at
bclark@su-spectator.com
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Latin cinnamon roll from the pop up Co-
madre Panaderia held in Amadine Bake-
shop. All of theproceeds go to disasterrelief
in Mexico and Puerto Rico.
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CRITIC’S CORNER: “SUBURBICON” LACKS COMEDIC GRACE
Alexandra Ortiz
Volunteer Writer
“Suburbicon,” directed by Golden
Globe winning actor George Clooney,
is set in the year 1959 in an all-white
suburb. The film opens with a ‘happy-
go-lucky’ type advertisement for the
neighborhood intendedto attract like-
minded and ‘diverse white families’
from all parts of the country.
Suburbicon takes place in a tight-
knit neighborhood. When anything
new or suspicious happens in
“Suburbicon,” the whole community
knows. Gardner Lodge, played by
Matt Damon, is a husband and father
who works in an office—think of
any male character in “Mad Men.”
Gardner is married to his wife Rose
(Julianne Moore) and they have a
son, Nicky (Noah Jupe). When the
Mayers, a black family, moves into the
neighborhood, the community fears
about the negative changes they might
bring to the otherwisewhite suburbia.
Because the Mayers family and
the Lodge family both have young
SOURCE: WWWJOBLO.COM
boys, Nicky’s aunt encourages him to
invite “the black boy,” Andy Mayers
(Tony Espinosa), to play baseball and
show formal acceptance of their new
neighbors. That same night, the Lodge’s
home is invaded by two mobsters
seeking valuables and violence. The
soundtrack to the film builds suspense
as the ‘perfect’ neighborhood starts to
crumble. Nicky witnesses his mother’s
murder amid the chaos.
The mob continues to plague the
family while the murder investigation
only complicates the situation and
heightens emotions. On a ride home
from the police station, Gardner and
Rose’s sister Maggie chatter about
trivial topics, while Nicky is in the
backseat baffled by their nonchalant
attitude toward Rose’s tragic death.
The film uses scenes such as this to
highlight 1950s awkwardnessbetween
adult and adolescent characters.
Adult characters in “Suburbicon”
are portrayed as dictatorial figures
who do not care for the opinion of
their children. In numerous scenes,
Nicky is spoken to in condescending
ways, left without an avenue to defend
himself. The emotional disconnect
between Gardner and his son is
infuriating to watch.
Through suspenseful and emotional
scenes, “Suburbicon” utilizes a
powerful soundtrack, which ties
together the plot and the actors’
performances and makes the film
more appealing overall.
White supremacy is a prominent
theme in “Suburbicon”, but the
writers did not directly address it in
any of the scenes. Instead, the quick
transitions between emotional racially
charged scenes and comic-relief feel
inappropriate and uncomfortable
at times.
In one scene, the white community
is in the Mayerses yard harassing
the family and sabotaging their car,
while Gardner is riding around
trying to dispose of a dead body on
a children’s bike. There were satirical
moments where this juxtaposition
felt appropriate, but other scenes
that touched on elements of race and
gender were difficult to swallow amid
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the wacky humor of the film.
“Suburbicon” could be likened to a
Greek tragedy, filled with surprising
twists, star-crossed romance, and
merciless killings. Not only was there
denial, deception and abuse but also
a good deal of heartbreak for the two
little boys. Both children seek some
form of normality and safety, but it
is unattainable by the turmoil that
surrounds them.
Nicky and Andy are the redeeming
characters in the film and the only two
characters worth rooting for. During
“Suburbicon”, Nicky’s character
develops from a bystander to a victim,
and then from a victim to a fighter.
Through Nicky’s character growth, the
film portrays how the innocence of a
child becomes tainted by their social
reality as they age.
Overall, whilethe soundtrackfor the
film was enticing and the execution
of the era was spot-on, there were
moments when “Suburbicon” lacked
the grace necessary for a comedy that
wrestles with sensitive topics of race
and violence.
The editor may be reached at
arts@su-spectator.com
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SEATTLE U STUDENTS LEARN TO BALANCE THEIR DIET
Bailee Clark
Staff Writer
With tuition costs rising nationwide,
more college students are feeling
the financial strain of trying to feed
themselves on a budget. At one
point or another, students may find
themselves eating mosdy ramen
noodles or begging a first-year friend
with alarge meal plan surplus to go on
a food run and mercifully stock them
up on some frozen meals and snacks.
In an effort to prove that students
don’t need to deprive their bodies of
necessary nutrients, Christine Keff,
head chef at Seattle University, visited
the school on Oct. 24 to reveal how to
eat sustainably on a budget. Following
the theme of food insecurity, Keff
showed students step-by-step how
to prepare three different meals that
had maximum flavor and minimum
ingredients. Keff provided helpful
tips along the way on how to select
cheap but quality ingredients and how
to capitalize on flavor with minimal
ingredients for seasoning.
“Dried mushrooms, oregano, bay
leaves, carrots, celery and onion: with
just those ingredients, you can pack
any meal with flavor,” Keff said.
Keffgave students pointers on what
type of food to buy cheaply and how
to use it most effectively in dishes.
One suggestion she offered was to buy
cuts of meat that most people don’t
want to use, such as ham hocks and
fish heads. She demonstrated dishes
that used these cuts and told students
about sustainability efforts happening
at Bon Appetit, the company that
provides Seattle U campus food.
Caroline Ferguson, the sustainability
fellow for Bon Appetit, said that the
topics of food justice and sustainable
eating, go hand inhand.
“Eating in a way that is sustainable
and reflective ofa value of stewardship
for the earth isalso good for yourbody
and your community,” said Ferguson.
Bon Appetit strives to adopt
sustainable practices. The company
is part ofFood Lifeline. Food Lifeline
is a program that takes surplus food
from restaurants, kitchens, stores
16
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and farmers and then donates it to
food banks. Bon Appetit is currently
developingameatlessMondayprogram
and actively participates in local
food-justice-oriented organizations.
Members of Seattle U’s Health and
Wellness Crew (HAWC) were also
present at the cooking class, and they
prompted a discussion with students
about how food insecurity affects
many areas of life such as physical,
mental and emotional health. They
described the importance of eating
healthy and nutritious food in living a
balanced and healthy life.
Azaria Mendoza, a member of
Seattle U’s Food with Spirit club,
described ways Seattle U students
can eat cheaply and sustainably
by utilizing the variety of food
available on-campus.
“Food with Spirit is a club that
works toward urban sustainability and
agriculture,” Mendoza said.
Food with Spirithas plots and edible
foods around campus for students
to use, and they donate excess to
local organizations such as the Chief
Seattle Club, a shelter for indigenous
communities. They also donate
to Community Lunch and several
other programs that provide food to
community members in food.
A statistic from the World Food
Programme states that about 1 in
9 people in the world do not have
enough food to live a healthy life.
Food insecurity is a global issue, but
by taking small steps on campus and
in the community, students can help
themselves and others access healthy,
sustainable and affordable food.
Right now, there is winter squash
growing on campus. There are also
apple and fig trees, along with other
berries and edible plants, on campus
that many students don’tknow about,
along with a greenhouse. An edible
campus map along with photos
and information about Seattle U’s
community gardens can be accessed
on Seattle U’s website.
Editor’s note: Caroline Ferguson was a
former editor in chief at the Spectator.
Bailee may be reached at
bclark@su-spectator.com
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THE DOCTOR CLOCKS OUT: JOY SHERMAN’S FINAL YEAR AT SEATTLE U
Shelby Barnes
Managing Editor
Sometimes, college students may feel
that they need a little bit of crazy in
their lives. For some, that may mean
jumping out of a plane or sponta-
neous camping trips. For others, it
may just mean joining the choir at
Seattle University.
Seattle U’s choir is a well-oiled ma-
chine of vocally talented students
directed by Joy Sherman, who some
would say is the fuel that keeps the
soul machine running.
“If you’re wondering how such a
group could come together, you need
only look where we look every con-
cert: Doc,” said senior international
studies major Marthadina Russell.
“She makes us crazy for choir.”
Sherman, affectionately referred to
as “Doc” is, according to Russell, the
woman that holds it all together. As a
pivotal leader within the choir com-
munity, Russell reflected on how Doc
not only taught her music, but the im-
portance of finding her voice.
“First and most obviously, Doc en-
abled me to find my voice. And I’m
still learning, for sure,” Russell said.
“Second, even if sometimes my confi-
dence fails me, the fact that I have any
at all in relation to singing is owed to
Doc. She is a huge confidence boost-
er. . .she won’t quit until you are doing
your absolute best.”
Sherman has impacted Russell and
many choir students alike. With many
years of work and the appreciation
from students to show for it, Sherman
has announced that the 2017 to 2018
school year will be the last term that
she will spend serving as the director
of choral music before she retires.
“I’m retiring at the end of this year,
she said. “My final year here, I just
want to have a great time with the
students and have wonderful concerts
and just, you know, have a good time.”
Having taught at Seattle U for the
past 27 years, Sherman has found
that the energy used on students and
the choir program has been effort
well spent.
“It’s been wonderful...! think the
students here are so motivated, and
so alive, and so willing to work,” she
said. “Seattle University students are
the best. Of any of the universities,
they are the mostcommitted, the most
alive, the most interested in growing,
the most motivated.”
Sherman hopes that if she is to pass
one word for students at Seattle U to
live by, it would be “love,” especially
given the current state of the world.
“Love conquers everything...and I
think it’s the lack of love and the lack
of consideration for each other that is
creating a lot of the world’s problems,”
she said.
Senior communications major Hai-
ley Hackett treasures both the mo-
ments spent learning lessons on and
off the music page, valuing the influ-
ence Shermanhas had in her life.
“My time with Doc has been abso-
lutely amazing. She is such an incred-
ibly inspirational woman and between
her outlook on the world and her
work ethic, I truly look to her as a role
model,” Hackett said.
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After 27 years, Joy Sherman will retirefrom herposition as the Director of Choral Music.
Sherman’s bright, strong and bubbly
nature inspires Hackett.
“Every day I work with Doc in choir,
no matter how stressed she is, she al-
ways inspires before she scolds and
enters everysituation with grace.”
Hackett shared that along with
Sherman’s music expertise, the music
director also has a knack for helpful
life hacks.
“This isn’t an astounding or overly
interesting memory but I’ll always re-
member my freshman year when she
told everyone she eats a half cup of
blueberries everyday to not get sick,”
said Hackett “I started doing it and
she was totally right, I don’tthink I got
sick once that year.”
In the months to come, Sherman
will spend her remaining moments
doing what she doesbest: teaching Se-
attle U students about the music and
the lessonsbeyond it.
“I’m just so grateful for this oppor-
tunity and for this chance to work
with the students in a wonderful in-
stitution to grow to become a differ-
NOVEMBER 1,2017
ent person than I was when I came,”
shared Sherman. “We are in the per-
son-making business, or the person-
growing business. That, I will carry
with me always.”
A farewell reception for Sherman
will be held in Campion Ballroom at
2 p.m. on May 5 to commemorate her
work over the years. A performance at
the St. Joseph Church performed by
alumni and students will follow later
in the evening.
Shelby may be reached at
sbarnes@su-spectator.com
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When Veronika Zwicke is not busy
working on her degree, mentoring
business students, serving as the presi-
dent of the American Marketing As-
sociation or working for Seattle Uni-
versity Public Safety, she is blogging
about her latest food endeavors.
Zwicke is a fourth-year studying
marketing and management at Seat-
de Us Albers School of Business and
Economics. This past summer, Zwicke
launched her food blog “Zwicked
Kitchen” purely out of boredom. She
said the idea sparked at her internship
where she worked on blog competi-
tive analysis projects. Zwicke realized
RECIPE FOR A “ZWICKED KITCHEN”
Hunter Uechi
Staff Writer
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Veronika Zwicke, the founder and chefofZwicked Kitchen.
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the potential of combining her new
insight on the blog industry and her
passion for food.
“I like to cook. I like to make cook-
ies, I liketo bake brownies and I like to
make a lot ofpasta. I’m making all this
food, so whynot just post it and see ifI
can get famous enough to drop out of
college,” she said.
Zwicke’s approach to her blog isper-
sonal. In each ofher posts, she shares
a short anecdote with her audience.
These little snippets give readers a
glimpse of who she is, and toprovide
a story as to why Zwicke is making
these recipes. Zwicke also tries tokeep
her audience in mindas she iscreating
and posting these recipes by ensuring
they are simple and easy tomake.
“In my house, there’s always some-
body cooking. I love it,” Zwicke said.
“My mother is from Germany so I like
to post Kasespatzle, a cheesy macaro-
ni dish, and Goulash, a beef stew very
popular in Germany. My mom cooks
German food all the time, but my dad
a couple years ago took some Thai
cooking classes here in Seattle while
he was on a business trip. He started
doing all these stir-frys, all these dif-
ferent Thai dishes, it was so good.”
Her family not only helped devel-
op her love of food, but they also are
her main support system in her food
blog journey. Zwicke’s mom helps her
by sending over recipes to try and
sharing her blog posts on Facebook.
Her dad doesn’t have a Facebook,
but he texts her to compliment her
latestrecipe.
Every year, Zwicke tries to make a
trip out to Germanytovisit her grand-
mother and to enjoy Germany’s cui-
sine. Specifically, Zwicke makes it a
point to indulge in her favorite cake,
Prinzregententorte, on her visits.
“Prinzregententorte is a Prince Re-
gent’s Cake in English. It’s 13 layers of
really thin sponge cake layered with
a chocolate buttercream, marzipan,
and dark chocolate,” Zwicke said, who
savors this dessert whenever she has
the opportunity.
As a child, Zwicke shared that her
mom liked to cook a common meal
served as “drunk food” in Germany.
The ham, cheese, butterand pasta dish
is called Schinkennudelnand is one of
her go-to recipes.
If Zwicke were hosting a dinner
party, she would have over Ina Garten,
the Barefoot Contessa, Larry David—-
a comedian and co-creator of Sein-
feld—and Ron Swanson from Parks
and Recreation.
“It would just be crazy, Ina Garten
would be trying to upstage everybody,
Larry David would just be trying to
make jokes, and Ron Swanson would
just be sitting there. I would have to
make some meat, some kind of pork
roast but really fancy with simple in-
gredients,” she described.
Zwicke hopes that in the future she
can avoid having to work a “real job”
and just stick to writing “Zwicked
Kitchen” instead. Currently, Zwicke
is working in social media marketing
and while she sees that continuing to
be a part of her life, she does want her
food blog to take off.
“I’m just happy posting my own
recipes so my grandma can comment
on them and call me. I’m happy where
it’s at right now, if it grows, cool. If
not, my grandma’s happy, she likes it,”
she said.
Zwicke is excited for all that is in
store for her blog and her upcoming
food adventures. Ifyou are looking to
try out some German food or simple
desserts to bake with your roommates
this weekend, visit Veronika Zwicke’s
food blog “Zwicked Kitchen” for the
step-by-step recipes.
Hunter may be reached at
huechi@su-spectator.com
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UPS AND DOWNS ON THE ROAD FOR MEN’S SOCCER
Jacqueline Lewis
Staff Writer
The Seattle University Men’s Soccer
team (11-2-2, 5-0-2 WAC) played two
doubleovertime games ontheroadthis
weekend. The team started off their
weekend of WAC contest away games
against Grand Canyon University
(6-9-0, 3-4-0 WAC) on Friday in
Phoenix, Ariz. The Redhawks were
able to lock up an appearance in the
WAC Championship for the fifth year
in a row with a tie.
“Unfortunately, we gave up a
penalty kick in the first half,” head
coach Pete Fewing said. “I’m proud
ofthe guys for coming back.” Nathan
Aune scored late in the second
half, forcing the game to overtime.
“He squared up a really beautiful
goal to get the momentum going,”
Fewing said.
Double overtime went scoreless,
finishing 1-1, despite both teams
CROSS COUNTRY COMPETES AT WAC CHAMPIONSHIPS
Caylah Lunning
Staff Writer
The Redhawks pulled away with
a fourth-place finish for both the
men’s and women’s teams at the
Western Athletic Conference (WAC)
Cross Country Championships this
past weekend. The meet was held
at New Mexico State University in
Las Cruces, NM.
The Redhawkshad strong individual
finishes as senior Matt Seidel set the
pace on the men’s side, securing a
seventh-place finish in the men’s 8K
race with a time of24:33. This allowed
Seidel to grab First Team All-WAC
honors, along with a 30- second
personal best time.
Junior Eli Boudouris placed 24th in
the WAC with a time of 25:15. Senior
Jacques Herbert followedclose behind
him as he secured the 26th spot with a
time of25:22.Freshman Lance Slichko
clocked in a time of25:45.Senior Tyler
working frantically to get a shot in
the back of the net. “It’s tough when
you’re playing in these away games.
Both teams put up about seven shots
in overtime, and both keepers played
great so neither one of us could get
ahead,” Fewing said.
Seattle U keeper Josh Adachi came
up with four saves in the net. Fewing
regarded Adachi’s performance
as a cornerstone of their defensive
strength, as well as giving credit
to the opposing keeper for holding
the match at a tie. Seattle U had 29
shots, 15 on goal and 10 corner kicks,
leading the nation on average in all
three statistical categories.
University of Nevada, Las Vegas (8-
9-0, 5-3-0 WAC) lost their five-game
winning streak on Friday against
Utah Valley, before facing off against
Seattle U on Sunday evening. The
Redhawks were not able to hold the
hosts, losing 2-1 in double overtime
to UNLV.
Flannery finished right after Slichko
in 25:46. Sophomore Blake Delaney
finished the day with a time of 25:48.
Slichko, Flannery, and Delaney placed
33rd, 34th, and 35th respectively.
The women’s team also had some
strong performances. Junior Olivia
Stein led the way for Seattle U in the
women’s 5K. Stein crossed the line
in ninth place for a Second Team
All-WAC finish with a time of 17:23.
Senior Johanna Erickson finished
not far behind, placing 14th and also
earning a spot alongside Stein for
Second Team All-WAC honors with a
close time of 17:38.
Freshman Megan Deloreysecured a
top 30 spot as she placed 24th, timing
in at 18:11. Rachel Katama, another
freshman, finished 28th with a time of
18:20. Sophomore Shannan Higgins
ran 19:03 and freshman Elle Stein
ran 19:16 as they grabbed 41st and
45th finishes.
Erickson, the Second Team All-
Senior Tyler John scored offaheader,
assisted by Ozzie Ramos, in the 19th
minute of play. It was John’s first goal
of the season and the first goal of
the game. “[Tyler] has been a great
example ofwork ethic and a real team
player for us this year,” Fewing said.
UNLV countered with a goal later in
the first half, tying it up by half time.
After entering into a scoreless second
half and first overtime period, UNLV
was able to slip through the defense
at the end of double overtime for a
close-range goal to secure the win.
On top of the loss, John suffered a
head injury that left him hospitalized
in Las Vegas after his goal against
UNLV. According to Fewing, John
had serious head trauma, including
“an orbital fracture, skull fracture and
bleeding in the brain...we’re hoping he
is going to be okaybut we losthim for
his senior season.”
The Redhawks were unable to come
up with a win this weekend, making
WAC senior expresses, “As a team,
I think we’re having a good building
year. I think our place wasn’t what we
all wanted, but there was some tough
competition along with being in high
altitude. But I think overall we did
really well for where we’re at.”
Head coach Kelly Sullivan was
satisfied with the results, but would
have liked to see his team finish a
little better.
“We did pretty well as a team. I
thinkwe would have liked to do a little
better on both sides. The poll had the
men ranked in at 5th, and they ended
up 4th so that was good,” he said. “But
the expectations are always to do a
little bit better.”
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Tyler John scored the first goal in the
UNLV game before suffering a serious
head injury.
their record 11-3-3 as they get ready
for the upcoming week before WAC
Championship play.
Jacqueline may be reached at
jlewis@su-spectator.com
Since taking over as the head coach
this year, this was Sullivan’s first
experience at a WAC championship
meet. “It was good for me to get a good
idea of what the conference is like, it’s
pretty competitive. We have got some
work to do,” Sullivan said.“I think
we can be a little bit more confident
going into [Western Regionals], we’re
really young.”
The Redhawks XC team is back
in Seattle on Nov. 10 as they take on
the NCAA West Regional meet at
Jefferson Park.
Caylah may be reached at
clunning@su-spectator.com
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TIME OUT SESSION: SHAE HARRIS
Caylah Lunning
StaffWriter
Shae Harris recently earned Western
Athletic Conference(WAC) Volleyball
player of the week honors for the
week of Oct. 16-22. The junior setter
is from Vancouver, British Columbia,
Canada. Harris recently had a strong
performance against Utah Valley
University on Oct. 22. Harris matched
her Seattle University program
record as she tallied 62 assists. This
is the second time that Harris has
accomplished this, in just this season.
The junior added more than just
assists to the exciting five set game
against Utah Valley - she produced
eight kills on 11 attempts. Harris
had zero errors, which gave her an
attacking percentage of .727. Harris
is also a member of the Canadian
National team, as she participated on
the volleyball team over the summer,
training with them twice a day.
Q: How would you describe your
season thus far? With only six games
remaining in the season before
WAC Championships, are you guys
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Shae Harris currently has the Seattle University Volleyball record in assists.
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going to be in a good position for
the tournament?
SH: I think the first half we had our
ups and down with our record and
consistency on the court. I feel like it
will be important for the secondhalfof
conference to have a good consistency.
I think we’re in a good position, but
the second half is always important.
Confidence is something that will
be good to have when finishing
our season.
Q: What inspired you to play
Volleyball?
SH: I played a lot of sports growing
up. A big inspiration when I was
growing up was my mom because she
also played volleyball. I remember
always being in the gym with her
because she was also a volleyball
coach. Another thing that inspired
me to play was watching all the girls
that my mom coached. I would always
go to practice with her and loved to
watch the older girls.
Q: How do you juggle majoring
in conservation-biology and being
an athlete?
SH: It’s tricky, you have to plan out
your course load carefully. I love the
field of study that I chose, the field
itself is whatmade me keep going. We
have a lot of help from our advisors
and from our coaches
. .
. Also, us
teammates help each other out a lot,
mainly between the science majors.
We always get together and discuss
topics that we may be confused with.
Q: How does this season differ from
your previous seasons here at Seattle
University?
SH: This year, there is a strong
connection. We play for each other this
season. We enjoy playing more, and
there is stronger team cohesion. The
culture in general has improved. We
also work better through adversity, as
we’ve had struggles with injuries and
illnesses, but this year we believe in
each other more. We trust each other.
Q: How was it hearing that you
got WAC Volleyball Player of the
Week honors?
SH: It was nice! I find it hard
receiving an individual award for a
team sport, because I wouldn’t have
gotten this ifit wasn’t for my team. At
the end of the day, it’s the hitters that
give me the opportunity. Without my
teammates and coaches, I wouldn’t
have gotten this award. Hard work can
pay off, that’s a nice feeling.
Q: Being on the Canadian National
Team, do you see yourself continuing
your volleyball career at the
professional level?
SH: Part of me would like to
experience the international level, but
I thinkright now I’m looking to enjoy
myfour years here. I want to see where
life in general takes me. I don’t want
to make definite plans because other
opportunities can arise. I’m definitely
leaving all ofmy doors open.
Q: When you’re not in class,
studying, on the court practicing, or
even in the weight room lifting, what
do you like to do in the little spare
time that you have?
SH: I like tobe outside and in nature.
I love adventuring around and trying
new outdoor sports.
Q: What are some ofyour goalsafter
your time here at Seattle U?
SH: As far as school, I want to
continue my education. I see myself
traveling all over the world. My main
goal is to see as much of the world as
I can. I’m a travel junkie and love to
experience new things.
Q: What is your favoritememory so
far at Seattle U?
SH: The two 5 set thrillers that we
had against University of Texas Rio
Grande Valley and Utah. Those were
my favorite memories of volleyball. It
really showed how far we have come
as a team. We just had fun playing in
those games! We accomplished a lot as
a team because we hadn’t beat Utah at
home in six seasons, and UTRGV won
WAC last year.
Caylah may be reached at
clunning@su-spectator.com
The event not only brought people
together to support the cause and
enjoy the game ofbaseball, but it also
served as a bonding experience for the
players and a wayfor students to learn
more about Dance Marathon.
AlecDowning
Volunteer Writer
The Los Angeles Dodgers and the
Houston Astros will wrap up the 2017
World Series with a decisive game
seven on Wednesday Oct. 1.
The series started in Los Angeles
with a pitchers duel between longtime
Dodgers ace pitcher, Clayton Kershaw,
and Astros ace Dallas Keuchel.
The Dodgers came out on top 3-1.
Kershaw has long been burdened by
the reputation of not performing well
in the postseason. In this start, he
momentarily silenced his detractors.
Kershaw went seven innings while
only allowing 1 run on three hits and
led his team to a game one victory.
Game two was a different story,
though it started in similar fashion.
The Dodgers again had a 3-1 lead
in the final innings. The Astros
shockingly scored twice over the
final innings off of Dodgers closer
Kenley Jansen, sending the game to
extra innings. The game went to the
11th, where the Astros silenced the
HALLOWEEN BASEBALL GAME PARTNERS WITH DANCE MARATHON
Natalie Monahan
Volunteer Writer
The baseball team dressed in
Halloween costumes and played an
inter-squad game to raise money
for Seattle Children’s hospital on
Monday. Teaming up with Dance
Marathon, a nonprofit organization
on campus run out of the Center for
Student Involvement, the audience
members were encouraged to donate
money to the cause.
“My favorite thing about it is
obviously we get to raise money for
Seattle Children’s hospital, but it’s
also a good team bonding thing
for us and just fun for everyone on
campus,” Senior Utility Player Dalton
Hurd said.
WORLD SERIES HEADS TO GAME SEVEN
“We’ve been doing it for a couple of
years now, and it’s been cool to try to
get everyone from campus to come
out and kind of relate to the baseball
players in a certain way through the
charity,” senior catcher Jack Reisinger
said. “So that’s really fun just to play
in front of people and have a good
time and joke around out there.”
The money raised goes into the
uncompensated care fund that
directly pays for the medical bills of
the families that receive treatment at
Seattle Children’s. Audience members
were able to donate money with cash
or online. Depending on the amount
of money they donated, they had a
chance to bat with the team, engage
in games and activities or sit with the
team in the dugout during the game.
“It’s essentially trying to be a
more holistic way to cure, it sort of
negates those sort of negative effects
that kids usually experience after
chemotherapy as they grow,” said
Cameron Fairchild, special events
Dodgers when George Springer hit a 2
run home run, putting Houstonahead
7-5. The Dodgers comeback fell short
and Houston won by a final score
of7-6.
In game three, the series moved to
Houston, and the Astros took a series
lead after a 5-3 victory. The game itself
took a backseat when Houston Astros
first baseman, Yulieski Gurriel, was
seen making a racist gesture and using
a racial slur after hitting a homerun
off of Yu Darvish. Gurriel has been
suspended for five games. The
suspension will take effect in the 2018
season and he was controversially
allowed to play in the remainder of
the World Series. Darvish has been
pitching in the MLB since 2012,
when he came over from Japan and
expressed a desire to “move forward.”
Gurriel joined MLB last year after
leaving Cuba.
The Dodgers evened the series
2-2 by winning game four 6-2. The
National Leagues presumptive Rookie
of the Year, Cody Bellinger, who has
struggled in the series was key to the
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The Seattle UBaseball team dressed in Halloween costumesfor afundraiser game
coordinator for Dance Marathon,
when discussing the research.
“Basically, [the treatment] reprograms
t-cells to recognize cancer cells as
common cold cells - making it easier
to attack.”
Thing One and Thing Two, Jon
Snow, and Fred Flintstone were only
some of the few vibrant characters
the baseball players dressed as during
the game. The mood was kept light-
hearted as the announcer would make
jokes about the players right before
theywould go to bat.
Dodgers scoring their first 2 runs. The
Dodgers offense exploded in the 9th
giving the Dodgers a comfortable lead
and a win.
Game five featured the same aces
from game one. This time it was not a
pitchers duel, ending in a score of 13-
12 in favor of the Astros who would
take a 3-2 series lead. The game was
tied four times and saw the explosive
offenses hit a combined seven home
runs in an offensive display never
before seen in a World Series. In the
10th inning, the game went to extras
with two outs, and Astros third
baseman Alex Bregman came through
for Houston with a walk off single to
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“It’s just a fun thing that we link
up the other parts of campus with
athletics here any waypossible,” Hurd
said. “I think it’s important that the
non-athletes of the school have good
relationships with athletes, and it’s a
good bonding experience for everyone
in the school.”
As smiles and laughter were shared,
students came together to enjoy a
game of baseball and help children
in need.
The editor maybe reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
win game five and send the series back
to Los Angeles for game six.
The Dodgers won game six at
home in what was a win or go home
situation for them. The Dodgers
won 3-1 behind the clutch, offensive
performance by Dodgers centerfielder
Chris Taylor, who tied the game with
a double off Verlander who had been
on his game until this inning. Corey
Seager then gave the Dodgers the lead
on a sacrifice fly. Joe Pederson added
on with a solo shot in the 7th, leading
to the Dodgers victory.
The editor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com




Areyou free ifyou have to work 80 hours a week to provide food and necessities
for the people who depend on you? Are you truly free ifyou’re living paycheck to
paycheck and cannot afford to get sick becauseyou have a pre-existing condition?
These are some ofthe many questions that have been on my mindlately and that
have been brought up by prominent voices in the Democratic Socialist movement.
Though Socialism and left-wing thought in general have many differing factions,
ideological camps, and movements, most ofthem are unitedby acommon goal;
changing the Capitalist system. Capitalism is more than just an economic system,
but it is an ideology that also permeates through our lives culturally, politically,
and socially. Because of this all-encompassing nature, it can be hard to imagine
what changing that system would look like, but the need for change is obvious.
In order to understand the appeal of Socialism (or why Capitalism needs to
be changed in general) one must begin with an understanding of Capitalism
itself. In its simplest terms, Capitalism is a market/commercial system in which
industries (the means ofproduction) are owned privately. It is important to note
the difference between personal property, like your house and toothbrush, and
private property, like a factory or another type ofbusiness. The underlying issue
in Liberal Capitalism, especially Neo-liberal Capitalism, is that economic and
political power becomes consolidated within a ruling class which ignores the
needs of the vast majority ofpeople living within the system.
Before delving into the virtues ofSocialism, I’d like to address a few common
misconceptions. Firstly, Capitalism is not human nature. Commerce and trade
have been around for the vast majority ofhistory, but Capitalism is a relatively
new system, with roots in European Feudalism and Mercantilism, the system was
crystalized by theorists likeAdam Smith in the wake ofthe industrialrevolution
during mid-18th century. Unlike Communism, Socialism does not require a
state planned economy, though some veins of socialist thought do, others, like
Democratic-Socialism would not require the same level of centralization as the
Communist Chinese or Soviet economies. The examplesof Communist China and
Russia are frequently used to decry Socialism ingeneral. Millions died due to the
regimes that were in power, and it would be absurd to ignore that fact. It would
be even more absurd to ignore the deaths that have been caused by Capitalism,
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and the deaths that it continues to produce. Colonialism was a direct byproduct
of Capitalism, which resulted in millions of deaths. The United States has waged
countless covert and overt wars through the military and national security
state that have enabled the domination of developing nations by international
(American) Capitalist interests. Not to mention the military industrial complex
which directly links violence and Capitalism through a profit motive; we would
not manufacture Geneva-Convention banned weapons in the United States if
it weren’t for Capitalism. Above all else, it is important to note that Capitalism
needs an underclass, and the system isrigged tokeep certain populations in the
underclass. For everyhistorical example someone lobs at Socialism, I could name
three more instances in which Capitalism has fueled even more destruction.
In a perfectworld, everyonewould have equal access to the marketplace, would
have equal opportunities (or even an opportunity) toaccrue capital, hierarchical
systems like racism, patriarchy, hetero-normativity, and others would not exist,
and human greed would not be sending us on a crash course with environmental
catastrophe. However, this is not the world we live in, and therefore, we cannot
rely on Capitalism to give us a solution. The invisible hand of the market works
to perpetuate status quo, not improve it. We’re living in an era ofunparalleled
income inequality, and capital is so concentrated in the upper class that the
ultra-wealthy do not work or contribute to society, they merely own and pass
their capital possessions on to theirprogeny. Socialism gives us an alternative to
this system through radical democratization at the work place, in government,
and socially in order to create a more equal and equitable society in which the
needs ofeveryperson can be met. With the ever increasingpace of technological
advancementsand automation, we’re increasingly becoming more and more able
to provide to those in need, but when there is not a profit motive for it, it will not
be done under Capitalism. Feudalism was probably preferable to tribalism, and
eventuallywe will have to move on from Capitalism. I believe that we muststrive
for a better system, for ourselves, our communities, and our planet.





Giving relationship advice ofany kind.
Q® Myfriend keeps hanging out with• my ex, and we ended on bad terms.
What should I do?
A I would let your friend know how you’re feeling
- if it was me,
• I’d feel more than a little betrayed. Sit down with them, let them
• know your expectations and how you’d like them to proceed in the
future. Ifyour ex has treated you poorly and you did not end on
mutually good or bad terms, they do unfortunately have to “pick a side...”
you broke up for a reason. If they don’t listen, then they aren’t any friend to
you. Friendship relies on respecting each other’s feelings, and if they aren’t
willing to respect yours, they aren’t worth your time.
Q® Mama, Ifailed my midterm. Ifeel like the world is crashingdown, how• do Ifeelbetter?
A You still have time to withdraw from your class entirely if you• think you truly can’t recover. Sounds dramatic, doesn’t it? You
• can recover from this. Study harder next time, keep up with your
readings, even ifit seems like they’re pointless at times. If you’re
still struggling after increasing your effort, this may just not be the subject
for you, and that’s okay. It’d be crazy ifone person excelled at every single
subject, right?
Q0 My bfandI haven’t been communicating lately... I’m hurt cus I wish hewouldfindtimefor me but we can’t talkabout it ifwe ’realways busy!
I’ve been feeling lonely, but I don’t want to be clingy...
A# If your boyfriend isn’t making time for you, it shows that you
• aren’t at the top of his priority list. In many cases, that’s okay-
academics, jobs needed for financial health, etc. should come
before a significant other. However, if you two can’t find the time for one
conversation, you likely need to re-evaluate your priorities. If his friends,
hobbies, schoolwork, jobs, alone time, and literally everything else comes
before spending time with you, I’m sorry, but he’s not ready to be commit
himself to a relationship.
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